
 
CROSS WAVES INTERNATIONAL 
SHIPPING SERVICES (L.L.C.) 
YOUR RELIABLE FREIGT CONSULTANT   

Our Aim & Objective 

Our goal is to be the vital link in your distribution chain. Our focus is you and we will support you in 

today's fast paced global environment through a complete logistics solution IN SHIPPING 

AND AIR FREIGHT to meet your specific needs. 

Airfreight  

CWIS manages a smooth logistic system, collecting and flying your time-sensitive and valuable 

cargo using the best routings available exercising utmost care in handling.   

 

 

Sea freight 

CWIS can provide regular FCL/LCL shipment in/out of Dubai and near Ports. Can provide 

excellent rates worldwide specially to China, India, African sectors, Iran, Kuwait, G.C.C. And 

Subcontinent.  

 



 

Customs Clearance 

CWIS provides a professional customs clearing service with the knowledge of all the procedures 

and requirements. Generally this is part of our value added services being offered to our 

customers.  

Land Transport 

CWIS offers regular transport services within UAE as well as to almost whole of GCC 

(Specially in Kuwait) LTL and Full loads are dispatched out of Dubai on regular basis. We also 

offer an efficient system of domestic transport suited to your cost and time considerations. 

Sea / Air 

Dubai being a major trading and transshipment Hub in this region has ideal location and facilities 

for handling Sea/Air shipments to various world-wide locations. We can carry high value goods 

into Middle East, Asia, Africa, European and US destinations and to many locations including 

South & Central America. Our usual time for handing a sea/air shipment from vessel discharge 

to handing over to Airline is less than 6 working hours. 

Warehousing 

We offer a CWIS managed & operated warehousing facility providing consistent care for every 

consignment. Our warehouse is tailored to meet different commodity requirements and we offer a full 

range of facilities like order processing, Short-Long terms storage, De-Consolidation, Re Export etc. 

 

For any inquiry please contact : 

CROSS WAVES INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING L.L.C. 

Tel:    +971-4-3254641 

Fax:    +971-4-3254642 

Email: cwidxb@eim.ae, info@crosswaves.com, murtaza@crosswavesintl.com  

Web: www.crosswavesintl.com  
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